The American South is a geographical entity, a historical fact, a place in the imagination, and the homeland of an array of Americans who consider The Encyclopedia Of Southern Culture AMERICAN HERITAGE The ISJL Encyclopedia of Southern Jewish Communities is designed to present a history of every congregation and significant Jewish community in the South.
Renowned historian Peter N. Stearns and thirty prominent historians have combined their expertise over the past ten years to perfect this comprehensive chronology of more than 20,000 entries that span the millennia from prehistoric times to the year 2000. With a unique format that has won it generations of fans, the ENCYCLOPEDIA continues to feature chronological entries grouped by geographic region, allowing readers to get an in-depth view of distinct events along with a virtual time line of human history. I. Prehistoric Times NEXT CONTENTS A· SUBJECT INDEX A· BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD. The Encyclopedia of World History. 2001. I. Prehistoric Times A. Introduction 1. History and Prehistory Human beings have flourished on Earth for at least 2.5 million years.